In prepress department RGB image has to be converted to CMYK image. To control that amount of black, cyan, magenta and yellow has to be controlled by using color separation method. Graycolor separation method is selected to control the amounts of these colors because it increase the quality of printing also. A single printer used for printing the same image on different paper also results in different printed images. To remove this problem a different ICC profile based on gray level control is developedand a sheet offset printer is calibrated using that profile and a subjective evaluation shows satisfactory results for different quality papers.
Introduction
The initial image handled by prepress department is RGB image. That has to be converted into CMYK for further processing.This color conversion is today done by ICCprofiles. The profiles contain information about separation, black start, black width, total ink coverage.GCR (Gray Component Replacement) and UCR (Under Color Removal) are the two main color separation techniquesused to control the amounts of black, cyan, magenta and yellow needed to produce the different tones. Since black ink can replace equal amounts of cyan, magenta and yellow. To produce a similar tone, UCR and GCR replace equal amounts of cyan, magenta and yellow in neutral tones. GCR also replaces some CMY colors in tertiary colors [1] [2] [3] . GCR is extended term of UCR. The main difference between UCR and GCR is that UCR works only in the neutral dark areas and GCR works for entire tonal range. So in RGB to CMYK conversion UCR has been discarded. With the possibility of developing new ICC profiles the problem of creating separate ICC profiles arises. This can be overcome by limiting the number of ICC profiles and it will be made possible by calibrating the printing press. If gray balance is controlled in printing press then printing press is automatically calibrated. The appropriate gray value decides the tone of cyan, magenta and yellow colors [4] . It is affected by color sequence, ink trapping, press characteristics and dot gain. Proper gray balance ensures that a tone of appropriate cyan, magenta and yellow tint values is visually perceived as neutral gray. The human eye is most sensitive to change in neutral gray. As colour becomes more saturated and nearer to gray a small change will be detected by naked eyes. To balance level of gray colour sheet offset printers have been designed and calibrated so that the colour reproduction on different papers will be similar to permit the use of fewer ICC profiles[5] [6] [7] [8] . In cold offset printers gray level is balanced for the adjustment of ink quality in printer. Whereas in sheet fed printers this ink quality is controlled by deciding upon target tone value increase or density levels. Even then same printing quality can't be achieved in every run. So there is need of calibration of sheet fed offset printers. Since there is no standardized way to calibrate a sheet-fed offset press, the possibility of producing an equal print quality in different print runs and printing presses is limited.Gray-balance control is one way to calibrate a printing press. The press will then always be set to print one standardized combination of CMY halftones in the same way. Hopefully, this will create a similarity between print runs, presses and to some extent paper grades, which provide the foundation for robust ICC-profiles.
Press calibration using Gray level control in robust ICC colour Management
To calibrate the press first the gray balance control in sheet offset is explored and the stability of ICC profile is assessed in gray balance controlled print runs. To set the inking level of printer, printer is set to print neutral CMY combinations on five wood free coated papers (ISO12467-2). If the press is set to this inking level every time so that result looks same then it is possible to use same ICC profile in every run. Separate ICC profile are created for each of five papers. To compare the different combinations of ICC profiles and papers , CIE LAB images and test charts were converted to CMYK, printed and then measured or evaluated visually. The deviation in ∆Eunits was used as a measure of the stability [9] [12] [14] .
The gray-balance control method can be utilized in sheetfed offset. The printable colorgamuts and the neutrality in the three-color gray were sufficiently similar between papers and print runs to enable good gray-balance control to be achieved [10] . In sheet-fed offset printer gray-balance control should be used in combination with target density levels. The ICC-profiles created from the gray-balanced print run were found to be quite robust [11] [15] .By gray balance control method the printed results were similar irrespective of use of paper whether classic matte, dull silk or gloss paper.If an average ∆E* ≤ 3 and the worst ∆E ≤ 5 are considered to be good enough, one ICC-profile for coated (fine) paper ought to be sufficient, preferably created for a glossy paper.
Gray Balance Control in Sheet Fed Offset Printer
The gray balance control is evaluated by density measurement, spectral measuring and comparison of print profiles [16] . The paper used in testing is a glossy paper 130g/m 2 .in printing a colour image and a neutral image is used as shown in figure1. The print tests, called Printing 1 (i.e. controlling by density) and Printing 2 (i.e. controlling by gray balance) were performed in two ways on the same day and Printing 3 (i.e. printing of the images separated by profiles based on Printing 1 and 2) was printed two months later.
Print, which is measure by density control
100 prints from the accepted prints were selected and measured by Techkon spectrophotometer that measures ∆E* [17] . Tern of these which have best match with ISO standard 12647-2:2004/Amd.1:2007(E), are selected and also again measured by Eyeone (X-Rite).
Print, which is controlled only by gray balance
The sheets which were needed by the printer to obtain an acceptable gray balance were collected and measured in order to check human eyes. 100 sheets from the accepted prints were randomly selected and measured (Techkon spectrophotometer, measuring of the ∆E). Ten of these 100 sheets, which had the best agreement with the ISOstandard 12647-2:2004/ Amd.1:2007(E), were also measured by EyeOne (X-Rite). The subjective evaluation of the printed images was done by paired comparison. Print ICC-profiles based on the best sheets were created. In subjective evaluation ten people are used [17] [18] [19] . The printer needed 26 sheets to finish the check. Ten sheets(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J) in printing 2 have been evaluated. The subjective evaluation selected three best sheets H, I, J. In this, problem of density variation across the sheets is found. After sheet 26, the following sheets had ∆E ≈ 5.surpassing these facts sheet 27 has received the lowest numbers for the neutral image in the subjective evaluation and next lowest number of points for the colour image. The sheet 26 received highest number of points. It shows profiles based on the sheets are almost identical.
Print which contains the images separated by different profiles
The colour image and neutral image are separated using new ICC profiles developed based on profiles developed in printing 1 and 2. Results of this new ICC profile are evaluated subjectively and also compared with the same image separated by standardised ICC profile, ISO oated_v2_300_eci.icc.
Creation of profile Based on Printing by Density and Printing by Gray Balance
Best sheet from printing 1 are A and I and from printing2 are H, I, J. New profiles from these best sheets have been created and compared with each other and with ISO coated_v2_300_eci.icc. See figure 2. The profile based on Printing1 (controlling by gray balance) is more similarin size to ISOcoated_v2_300_eci.icc than the profile based on Printing 3. A new test form and a new control strip based on checking density and gray balance were created for Printing 5, see Figure 3 . The test form contains the neutral and the color images separated with the ISO coated_v2_300_eci.icc (www.eci.org) [20] [21] [22] [23] and the profiles based on Printing 1 and Printing 2. The new control strip is based on the Heidelberg strip used in the printing company. The printer had the possibility to see and visually check the gray balance across the sheet but he also had the possibility to measure the density. A subjective comparison and evaluation was done between the printed images based on new IT8 test chart [24] . In the first evaluation step the printed images separated with a profile based on printing 3 and 4 were tested. In second evaluation the test people found out which of these two images is more similar to image that was separated using ISOcoated_v2_300_eci.icc. Evaluation resultsshowed that image separated using gray balance profile is more preferred than density control profile. However, all test people said that both images (neutral and color) from Printing 4 were most similar to the image, which were separated by ISOcoated_v2_300_eci.icc [25] [26] . 
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Result
Tests made using the currently available software (Adobe Photoshop -image processing, ProfileMaker -profile creation, Print-Open -profile creation)for separation of color images GCR color separation is more preferred rather than UCR because GCR more concerns with gray component replacement and even printers are having same ICC profile even then same image printed is different on different paper. To remove this problem gray balance print run ICC profiles has been created. Printing using this profile is same on dull, gloss and dull silk paper whereas for coated paper it is just satisfactory. In actual printer can be calibrated to produce same image irrespective of type of paper and paper quality. But gray balance control strip is proved to be good instrument and it is tested on sheet fed offset printer. This gray balance control also increased the quality of printer.
